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Abstract
Pirogov Yu.F. On Two-Particle N=1 Supersymmetric Composite Grand Unified
Models: IHEP Preprint 84-78. - Serpukhov, 1984, p. 12., tables 2, r e f s . r l l .

A c l a s s of two-particle M=l supersymmetric composite grand unified mo-
dels, sat is fying the anomaly matching and cancellation conditions, n-in-
dependence and survival hypothesis i s considered. A unique admissible set
of the l ight s ta tes , containing spectator s tates on a par with the compo-
s i t e ones i s found. At low mass sca les th i s set contains exactly four
families of ordinary fermions without any additional exot ics . The inter-
actions of the l ight s ta tes at distances greater than the compositeness
radius are described by the H=l sypersymmetric chiral grand unified model
t s U ( 6 ) l 2 (or [SO(8)] 2 ) with a fixed set of four second-rank tensors as
matter f i e l d s . .

Пирогов Ю.Ф. О двухчастичных N=1 суперсимметричных составных единых моде-
лях: Препринт ИФВЭ 84-78. - Серпухов, 1964, 12 с., 2 табл., библиогр.: 13 назв.

Рассмотрев класс двухчастичных N = 1 суперсимметричных составных единых мо-
делей, удовлетворяющих условиям согласования в отсутствия аксиальных аномалий,
П -независимости и гипотезе выжнвания.Найдеа единственный остаточный допустимый
набор,содержащий наравне с составным спектаторные состояния.При низких масштабах
масс этот набор содержит четыре семейства обычных фермиовов без какой-либо до-
полнительной экзотики. Взаимодействие остаточных состояний яа расстояниях, боль-
ших радиуса составленности, описывается N =1 сулерсимметричнов киральной еди-
ной моделью ISU ( б ) ] 2 (или [SU(8) 1 2 ) с полями материи в виде фиксированного
набора из четырех тензоров второго ранга.

©Институт физики высоких энергий, 1964.



1. Grand unified models of leptons and quarks, as well as
of their interactions, allow to correlate a great variety of
(otherwise diverse) phenomena (see, eg/*/). But here the
choice of a unified group and a set of matter fields is
completely arbitrary. Besides, one of the principal questions
concerning the grand unified models, which remains open, is
still that of the family recurrence: "what for are recurrent
families needed and how many of them are there?" The inclusi-
on of the families into the extended grand unified models is
performed in essence ad hoc and may hardly be considered to
be satisfactory.

A rational way to solve these questions is prooosed by
't Hooft as scheme for the construction of self-consistent
grand unified models with composite leptons and quarks (as
well as Higs bosons)/*2/. The appearance of a set of families
(not identical in the general case) is a possible consequence
of the axial anomaly matching condition on the constituent and
composite levels with respect to a supposedly unbroken chiral
unitary symmetry group Ĝ 1**") 3[ SU(n)3^ ("metaflavour" group).
The latter is an external symmetry group relative to the gauge
group G' ^ of new strong ("metacolour") interactions of the
constituents ("metaquarks"). The presence of the unbroken chi-
ral G^MF) guarantees the absence of mass for the constituent
and composite fermions.

A restricted (or even unique) admissible set of massless
composite fermions can apper under the additional decoupling
condition (or the persistent mass, or n-independence condi-
tion)/3/. The low energy set of fermions left under G^MF^ brea-
king must be regulated by the survival hypothesis/4/.The lat-
ter admits only complex representations as the light ones.In
such a self-consistent approach the unitary grand unified
groups are singled out as the only groups possessing complex
representations with axial anomalies.

To associate G^0?) with the gauge grand unified syneetry
of the metawhite composite states ("metahadrons"), one has to
require the axial anomalies be absent in the group. This in
its turn necessitates one to introduce additional, the so-calr
led spectator fermions ("metaleptons"), ie elementary fermions
which are metawhite relative to Ĝ "**) and compensate ano-
malies of the metacolour constituents.



In order that the composite (and the corresponding grand
unified) model be close to reality, one has to require further,
in accordance with the survival hypothesis, the natural ab-
sence of the light exotics, on the one hand, and the existence
of not less than three families of ordinary fermions, on the
other hand. Numerous three-particle composite models have not
yet led in this approach to the phenomenologically acceptable
results'5/.

A possible way out lies in the minimal supersymmetric gene-
ralization of the *t Hboft scheme/6/. In this, the a priori
admissible set of composite fermions is enlarged: two-(and
more)-particle composite states are allowed as well as three-
particle ones. The supersymmetric 't Hooft scheme provides
natural grounds for the composite models with light scalar
constituents (see, eg/ 7/). Being the simplest possible compo-
site models, the two-particle fermion-boson composite models
are of special interest. In the present paper they are inves-
tigated in the framework of the supersymmetric 't Hooft scheme,

2. Thus, we consider a class of N=1 supersymmetric compo-
site models satisfying not only the requirements mentioned
above, but the following ones as well:

1) Two-particle metacolour force saturation: only two-par-
ticle composite states are chosen as a priori admissible light
states. Three-(and more)-particle composite states are suppo-
sed either to be absent (due to the G^*^) structure), or be
heavy and unstable (decaying into two-particle states).

2)" Observability of spectator states: the spectators are
present in the light set on a par with the composites (if the
former or a part of them do not couple with the composites
and drop out from the light spectrum). The condition of the
absence of light exotics in its turn requires that the spec-
tators transform in the same admissible set of the G* ^ rep-
resentations as the composites, ie as the second-rank tensors
(the constituents are the fundamental representations of the
unitary G * 1 ^ ) .

3) Left-right discrete symmetry; to every left-chiral rep-
resentation (R, R f) of the chiral group G**"^SGJXGR there cor-
responds a right-chiral representation (Rf, R) or, which is
the same, a left-chiral representation (Rf, R).

If there are n kinds of left and right constituents then
the chiral symmetry of the metacolour interactions is at least
G(MF) =[su(n)]

2. Additional U(l) factors associated with
the left and right net constituent numbers and R-sy—r try are
also possible.

The set of the constituent, spectator and composite states
admissible a priori according to these requirements is pre-
sented in Table 1. Here d is the constituent dimension rela-
tive to the metacolour group G^* 0); sif c^ are the indices of
the spectator and composite states. (The indices are positive
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integers for the left states R. and the negative ones for the
right states R

±
 or for the left anti-states В.

±
)*^.

Table 1. The set of constituent, spectator and composite left-
chiral states, their indices and transformation pro-
perties with respect to the chiral symmetry ̂ M*")
= [SU(n)]

2
.

State

r

R o
R^

R_

Index

d

S O ' C O

s_, c_

SU(n)L x SU(n)R

(n,l) Ф (l,n)

(n,n)

[n(n+l)/2,l] Ф[1,П(П+1)/2]

ln(n-l)/2,lJ Ф ll,n(n-l)/2]

In what follows the left-chiral notations are used for the

chiral supermultiplets.

3. Anomaly matching condition of the (SU(n)) type on the

composite and constituent levels has the form**)

2(n±4)c^-nc
o
=d. (1)

The condition of the absence of anomalies of the same type
on the constituent (and, hence, composite) level gives analo-
gously

2 (п±4)з
±
-пз

о
нч1=0. (2)

The n-independence condition for the spectator and composite
indices (which coincide for the latter ones with the decoup-
ling condition in this case) leads to the following relations

S
±

=
 2

S
o
 +
 8

d >

C
±= К ± 5

d
"

(3)

s , с are arbitrary. It is clear that the simplest admissible
possibilities are the following ones: s

o
,c

Q
 - odd, d=4;s

o
,c

o
 -

even, d=8.

For the indices l^^.+c. of the light states it follows
finally that

 X

T+=f_=^£ (4) ,

The adjoint and singlet representations being real, are considered to
possess according to the survival hypothesis zero indices. The saae is
true for the quasi-real representation <n,n) e (n,B).

**) о ч

The anomalies of the type (SO(n))'
s
U(l) and (0(1)) are not considered,

so the behaviour of the П(1) factors is not traced down and the latter ones
are broken in a general case.



where tQ is an arbitrary even number. As will be shown later,
every representation R± at lQ > 0 contains exactly one family
of ordinary fermions of the same (or opposite at £Q< 0) chira-
lity as constituents (plus exotics). So, the total index

I в 2 Я =2£ (5)

coincides (modulo) with the total family number >. Since the
index to is always even, the minimal nontrivial ordinary fer-
mion number is nf=4 and the minimal light indices are

to =2, l+ =1, £_=]. (6)

The corresponding light set in the LR-symmetric form is

(B,n)L • (n(n+l)/2,l)L© (n(n-l)/2,l)L©

(n,H)R

irrespective of

4. However, the decomposition of the light states into the
spectator and composite ones depends already on the form of
Q ( M C ) ( д 3

 there is no difference between the spectators and

the composites at the mass scales ц « Л * ' ( Л ^ С ) being the

inverse metaconfinement radius), all these decompositions are

equivalent at these relatively low mass scales. It is essen-

tial that the form of the light, set and the total family

number are unambiguously fixed (nf=4 modulo 4).

Note that for every decomposition according to (3) there

exists a dual decomposition (corresponding to the substitu-

tions c
o
 «• s

o
, c

+
 •• s+) which results in the same light indi-

ces. The decomposition with the predominance of the composite

states in the light set will be chosen when both decompo-

sitions are admissible. According to (3), various decomposi-

tions differ in the value of s
o
 (when £o=2 is fixed). Let us

confine ourselves to the simplest possible decompositions
(|so|<:2)**? The following cases are possible a priori: so=
=0, ±2, d=8; so=±l, d=4, which are realized under different

choices of G^* 0). For the latter one, in its turn,there are
following possibilities.

1) The chiral G ( M C ) = G £ O ) X G £ O ) . In this, one has r < M C ) m

= r5° ® rR and, the real adjoint representations being neg-

The case lQ< 0, as compared to lQ> 0, results in the substitutions
so-»-so, co-» -co, s±-» -s^, c±-»-c^, as well as in the redefinition L - В
for tbe factors of G W ) * S0(n)

L
xSU(n)

R
 on tbe composite level versus tbe

constituent one.

'This corresponds to the maximum spectator state-number (!s*2s
o
!*4)

allowed by tbe asymptotic freedom requirement for G***' on the constituent

level. The set of light states (6) always satisfies this requirement.



lected, only the composite states R are admissible. There-
fore, one necessarily has cQ=0 (and hence d=£).

a) r ( o ) is complex (r(°)2 # 3). in this case all the light
states are absent.

b) r<°) is (quasi)-real (r<°)23l). in this case the decom-
position of the light indices

sQ=2, s+=0, s_=2,
(8)

co=0, c+=l, c_="l

is the only one.It is clear that out of the four light states
one state (R+) is composite, the other three are spectators.
Note that if the spectators are dropped then composite set
(8) would be trivial on low mass scales (i.e. cs 2 c^=0).

i=0,±
On the other hand,on high mass scales only the constituent set
would not be anomaly free and hence could not be the total
physical set.

2) The vector-like £ J
a) r<°> is complex ( r ^ 2 H ) . Only the composite states

Ro are possible, so that by necessity c,=0. According to (3),
this contradicts the n-independence.

b) r<°> is (quasi)-real (г<°>=г<°Ъ. In this case the group
)[guX

n
)]2 can be extended on the constituent level up

to G*
10
^ = SU(2n). The latter admits with the account for the

survival hypothesis only the R
±
 states, ie when extending the

chiral symmetry up to G^"*"), one has necessarily so=co=£o=O,
Hence, if GQ-

ME' is not broken at metaconfinement in the tran-
sition from the constituent level to the composite one, the
light set is trivial.

Suppose therefore that the dynamical chiral symmetry brea-
king Ĝ *1*1) -» G* 1^ does take place at the metaconfinement.
Since now the anomaly matching condition must be satisfied
only with respect to G ^ ^ , a nontrivial light set is possible
for the unbroken subgroup.

' 1 ^As for G' 1^', here one has the following possibilities.
1) GO**") is local. One has to require the anomaly absence

with respect to the whole G^**1). Since now one has with neces-
*

p
sity so=O, then d=* and the corresponding decomposition is*'

(9)

o=

so=0, s =-1, s_=l,

Сo
-2, c

+
=2,

Decomposition (9) is dual to (8). Here only one state (R_) is

spectator out of the four light states, the others are compo-

The index c
o
 > 0 for the state R

Q
~ *R

r
R капе the left chirality, which

requires the coupling with the derivative in the product of two right-chiral

superfields (ie R
O
*(DD) r

R
r

R
). When c

+
<0, the analogous remark refers al-

ready to R
+
 . —



site. When neglecting the spectator states, the composite set

would still lead to four families, but would not be anomaly

free.

Note that in the G
( M F

> - > Q
( M F )

 breaking one has 2n=(n,l)®

e(l,n) and, as may be shown, spectator set (9) transforms in-

to itself, ie it is self-consistent. Quasi-real Goldstone

supermultiplet G^
M
*VG<'

M
*-' ~ (n,n) ® (n,n) is absorbed by the

gauge supermultiplet.

ii) Only G
( M F )

 is local (
G
(MF)

/G
(MF) is global). In this

case it suffices to require the anomaly absence only relative

to G^*'*'). Thus, in particular, one has the preceding possibi-

lity d=8 with decomposition (9)fas well as with (8) dual to

it) and besides

s = -2, s,= -2, s =0,

° л , Г , (io)

с =4, c
+
=3, c_=l.

Moreover, d=4 is also possible with the decompositions

s = -1, s = -1, s_=0,

° * (11)

C
Q
= 3 , c

+
=2, c_=l

and
s

o
=l»

 s
+

=0 s
_=l.

(12)

c
o
=l, c

+
=l, c_=O,

the latter being self-dual.

In decompositions (10), (11) all the light states are com-

posite, in (12) half of them are spectator states and the

other half composite. All the simplest decompositions Xjs
Q
i<;

< 2) of four light indices (6) into spectator and composite

ones are exhausted by decompositions (8)-(12).

A Goldstone chiral supermultiplet, containing a multiplet

of massless Goldstone fermions/
8
/, must appear under the spon-

taneous breaking of the global factor space G^^'/G* . The

structure of the supermultiplet depends not only on the sym-

metry breaking type, but on the structure of the supersymmet-

ric model itself . One may have either the minimal complex

supermultiplet (in the given case (n,n) or (n,ii)), or the ma-

ximal quasi-real one (in the given case (n,n)®(n,n)) with

the doubling of the number of Goldstone bosons/
9
/. If the

LR-symmetry is preserved the Goldstone supermultiplet will be

quasi-real ((n,n)e (n,n)) and will drop out from the light

spectrum under supersymmetry breaking.

5. The asymptotic freedom condition for N=3 supersymmetric

gauge model in the one-loop approximation is

3T(Adj) -2T(R)>0 (13)

R

8



where the summation is carried out over all chiral supermul-
tiplets. For SU(n) in the normalization T(n)=l/2 one has
T(Adj)=«; for SO(d) and Sp(d) in the normalization T(d)=3 one
has T(Adj)=d+2, respectively.In the cases previously consi-
dered one can choose as G ( ° ) the groups SO(d) or Sp(d) with
the d-dimensional (d=4,8) (quasi)-real r(°), as well as SU(3)
with r^°)=*. For the asymptotic freedom of the vector-like
G^MC'=GK.^one obtains the limitation on the constituent num-
ber n<3(d/2¥l) for SO(d) and Sp(d)f respectively. G<

MC) =
S0(4) presupposes n •£ 2 and hence it is excluded. By analogy
we can exclude SU(3) L + R with r(°) = 8, requiring n <1. For
80(8)^+5 and Эр(4)^

+
д n < 8 is possible. For the chiral S0(8)

L
x

x S0(8)
R
 the admissible number of constituents is enlarged up

to n < 27.

Finally, to obtain the masses for the light states one

must have various two-particle vacuum correlations of the twot-

particle states (in other words, four-particle constituent

correlations). Such four-particle constituent correlations

should play the role of the composite Higgs fields and, maybe,

composite vector bosons mediating "horizontal" interactions

among the families.All of them must be unstable due to the

presence of the lower two-particle states. In this respect

the choice of G ' ^ ) = Sp(4)
L + R
 has some advantages. Regarding

this choice, the decomposition

s
o
= -1, s = -1, s_=0,

с = - 1 , с + = О, с_= - 1 ,о

analogous to (12), but corresponding to lo= -2, is preferable.
In this case, the antisymmetric bilinear Sp(d) form being
taken into account, two composite states (32 ) are two ground
states of the required right-chirality, which are admissible
by the Bose statist ics of the supermultiplets. Namely, one
has the S-wave composite state (Ro= ?RrR) and P-wave state
(R_ = (DD) (rLrL® i=LfL)).

6. The relic of the original composite model at the mass
scales fi«j£uc) i s the N=1 supersymmetric grand unified model
Q(MF) _ [ SU(n)] 2, n being arbitrary. The particular value of
n should be determined by some additional requirements (or be
casual in some sense). But, in this, set (6), (7) of the mat-
ter fields is uniquely fixed. The appearance of the matter f i -
elds as higher rank tensors rather than fundamental represen-
tations could be considered by itself as a hint on their com-
positeness*). This class of grand unified models i s pf inte-

Note that the interrelation of the compositeness scale Л^*с' and the
grand unified symetry breaking scale ц<№) could a priori be arbitrary.
Of special interest is the case Л*110) .£ M(IIFJ when the manifestation of
coepositeness should preceed the grand unification set up.



rest irrespective of the particular composite parent mo-

dels producing them. The following two simplest possibilities

are phenomenologically acceptable.

1) n=S. This is the minimum required number of constituents

to obtain a realistic set of light fermions. It is convenient

to classify the states of the chiral [SU(6)]
2
 in accordance

with the following symmetry breaking hierarchy

[SU(6)]
2
 D[SU(2)xSU(4)]

2
:> [SU(2)]

2
xSU(4)

L+R
, (13)

SU(2) being the subgroup of the weak isospin I and SU(4) be-

ing the extended colour Pati-Salam subgroup.

The corresponding decompositions of the light states are

given in Table 2. The columns "heavy" and "light" contain sta-

tes which,according to the survival hypothesis, are heavy and

light on every stage of the chiral symmetry breaking. Under

the ultimate symmetry breaking up to the standard model sym-

metry, the set of light states does not change (except for ^
R

becoming massive). Moreover, this set is independent of parti-

cular form (13) of the intermediate hierarchies. One may see

that exactly one ordinary family survives in each of the light

states. The whole exotics naturally drops out from the light

spectrum. Besides, we see that the identity of the families

is just the low energy phenomenon and that it disappears when

the symmetry increases.

Table 2. The decomposition of light states at n=6,correspon-

ding to the constituent decomposition (6,3) ©(1,6)=

=(2,3;4,3)® (1,2;3,2)=(2,3;4) e (3 , 2; 4) . "Heavy " and

"light" designate corresponding states on each of

the shown levels of the chiral symmetry breaking.

tSU(6)] 2

Light

(6,6)

(23,1)®
(1,23)

(35,3)*
(3,3"5)

( 2

( 3
( 3

2x(3
( 1
( 1

[ SU(2)xSU(4)J

Heavy

, 2 ;

, i ;
, 3 ;

, i ;
, i ;
, i ;

1,1)

1,1)®
1,1)

3,3)®
6,1)®
1,6)

( 1
( 2

( 1

( 1
( 3
( 2

( 1

( 2

( 1

2

Lighi

, i ;

, i ;
, 2 ;

, 1 ;

, i;
, 2 ;

, i ;
,2;

4~,

3,
4,

К
1,
4 ,

1,

4 ,

1,

t

4)©
4)®

1)

) , 1)®
30)®
3)®

4)

1 ) «
4 )

[SU(2)]

Heavy

(1,1:1)®
( i , i ; i 5 )

(3,l;3O)®
(1,1;10)

2 xSU(4) L + R

( 2

( 3

( 2

( 1 ,

( 2 ,
( 1 ,

Light

, i;4)®
, 2; 4)

3;4)®
2; 4)

3;4)®
2,4)

The electric charge operator has
metric form ,g.

a usual left-right sym-

] (14)

10



which leads in the basis 6=(2,1)®(1;4) to the following con-

stituent charges

Q = diag(i, - \, - \, \, \, I ) (15)

It is easy to see that the latter ones reproduce correctly

the charges of ordinary fermions*).

2) n=8. This is the maximum n value allowed by the requi-

rement of the asymptotic freedom for the supersymmetric G
v
™

w
 =

= S 0 ( 8 ) T
+ R
 or Sp(4)

L+
.

R
.The novel feature of this case as com-

pared with the previous one is the appearance of an additional

subgroup SU(2)' corresponding to a new ("doubling") weak iso-

spin I
1
**} Under the requirement of the symmetry between I

and I , the charges of two additional constituents are (1/2,

-1/2) and (14), (15) are naturally generalized. From decompo-

sitions which are analogous to those of Table 2, one can show

that only four families of ordinary fermions still survive in

the light spectrum. (This follows already from n-indepen-

dence).

7. In conclusion, the realistic class of two-particle su-

persymmetric composite models is considered in the paper. The

models satisfy a rather large number of requirements. A uni-

que admissible set of the light states is found. At low mass

scales it contains exactly four families of ordinary fermions

without any additional exotics. The effective interaction

theory at relatively low mass scales is N=1 supersyrametric

chiral grand unified model [SU(6)]
2
 (or [ SU(8)] 2) with

fixed set of matter fields.

The author is grateful to B.A.Arbuzov, Z.G.Beregiani,

J.L.Chkareuli, G.G.Volkov and Yu.M.Zinoviev for useful dis-

cussions.
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